
Trailblazer (noun): one who makes, does, or discovers something new and makes 

it acceptable or popular; one who marks or prepares a trail for others to follow.

Since 2002, DataPath’s Billing Solutions have been blazing a trail in the healthcare benefits administration 

industry. With our best-in-class COBRA solution, State Continuation, Direct and Customized Billing, and 

Retiree Billing, DataPath has become a market leader in billing solution functionality. 

As a TPA, you’re trying to remain competitive, stay on top of regulatory changes, and attract and maintain 

revenue streams. With DataPath Billing Solutions, you can overcome these challenges and scale the 

mountain to greater success for you and your clients. DataPath Billing Solutions can be applied to various 

billing arenas and adapted to a variety of specifications to meet your needs.

Billing Solutions All Trailblazers Leave a Path
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DataPath’s best-in-market Premium Billing systems were designed to address the complexities of healthcare benefits 
administration. We work hand-in-hand with our clients to develop innovative technology solutions, using knowledge 
cultivated from over 30 years of experience and interaction with third party administrators. Since 2002, DataPath 
has been a market leader in billing solution functionality, helping our clients efficiently administer COBRA and State 
Continuation benefits as well as Direct Billing and Retiree Billing programs. 

DataPath’s powerful Premium Billing solutions have many ease-of-use features, including unlimited plan designs,  
an intuitive interface, and 24/7 online account access. Complex billing administration has never been easier. 
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COBRA and State Continuation

Our COBRA solution is a recognized leader in the 
administrative industry. We listened to the real- 
world needs of TPAs and developed a system with 
seamless functionality, including: 

• Schedule-based notice generation

• Comprehensive account  
reconciliation capability

• Automatically monitored COBRA- 
related events

• Time-frame tracking

• Legal compliance reports

Our Premium Billing solution also provides full-featured 
State Continuation administration.

Direct and Customized Billing 

DataPath’s Direct Billing solution is used not only for 
collecting premiums for group health benefits, but can 
also be applied to other billing arenas such as leave of 
absence, contract employees, individual marketplace 
payments, parking fees, union dues, or other purposes 
tailored to your needs. 

Our versatile Direct and Customized Billing solution 
adapts to a variety of specifications, enabling you  
to handle any payment, benefit, billing, and  
election structure.

Retiree Billing

Our versatile Retiree Billing solution features active-to-
retiree auto enrollment and adapts to a wide variety 
of specifications, taking the challenge out of billing 
administration. Handle any payment, benefits, billing, or 
election structure with our ease-of-use features. 

DataPath Billing Solutions Features 

Integrated Cash Management – Keep track of premium 
receipt and remittance, and issue refunds and create 
checks for participants. 

Third-Party Payer Capability – Accurately invoice an 
entity other than the named account holder. Receipts 
can be identified in the system by the actual payer, 
allowing any subsequent refunds to be made to the 
actual payer rather than the account holder. 

Quick Plan Setup – Setup new plans quickly with our 
intuitive wizards and by importing census, benefit, 
and payment data from other software or from other 
DataPath solutions. 

State-of-the-Art Fulfillment Services – Generate 
documents and notices automatically, store documents 
digitally and on the web, and receive proof of mailing.   

 

Follow the path 
to better  
Billing Solutions


